In Our Time

Melvyn Bragg : Hello. The hunt for extraterrestrial life is is no longer confined to the pages of science fiction,but occupies astronomers,geologists,mathematicians and new schools of scientists,astrobiologists and xenobiologists. New planets have been observed far beyond our solar system and telescopes are being built that will enable us to look for water an Oxygen on these distant planets. If  water and Oxygen are present,there's every reason to suppose that some form of life might also exist there.

[see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/water.html]

It's also been suggested that we might find life within in our own solar system. One of Jupiter's Moons - Europa - appears to be covered in an ice crusted ocean,and there's evidence that water once flowed on Mars,and on our own planet we've found forms of life,extremophiles that don't need the Sun,living instead on energy from volcanic vents on the ocean floor.This discovery has changed our concept of what life needs in order to survive.
Could life only exist on another planet like ours,and what are the chances of ever discovering such a planet? If we find life,will it be intelligent or a simple bacteria like entity? And if super intelligent aliens exist why aren't they here?

[see also www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/qa1.html & rmind9.html]

With me to discuss the possibility of extraterrestrial life are Simon Goodwin a researcher in Astronomy at Cardiff University and co - author of "XTL: Extraterrestrial life and how to find it",Heather Couper,space expert and author of "Mars : the inside story of the Red Planet",and Ian Stewart,professor of Mathematics at Warwick University,and co-author of the forthcoming book "Evolving the alien".
Simon Goodwin,to start with you,astronomers say they've detected complex molecules floating in the atmosphere of the solar system,is it possible that these molecules out there were the origins of life on Earth,and if so how did they settle here?

Simon Goodwin :  It's quite possible that very complex molecules were formed in outer space. We've found reasonably complex things. When we look out in space,there are large clouds of gas and dust from which stars form,which we know as giant molecular clouds. These things are very,very cold they sit around -250,-260 degrees centigrade,and in terms of interstellar space,they're very,very dense - there's hundreds or even thousands of molecules per cubic centimetre and astronomers have detected in these- things like Methane and long complex molecules of Carbon,and these are the sort of things that we think that you need to start life off with,and there's also lots of stuff out there that we really don't know what it is. There are lots of ....

(break in tape)

...clouds - the Earth was seeded with a lot of these molecules.

Melvyn Bragg : So the Earth - we got..something came in from outside onto Earth,so it didn't in itself carry the seeds of life?

Simon Goodwin :  Well we're really not sure. It's quite possible that everything did start in Earth...on Earth itself,but it's quite possible that a lot of this...a lot of the material that was needed for life to start actually came from space.

Melvyn Bragg : What are the further implications then if there are these molecules which seeded life on Earth - what are the further implications of that?

Simon Goodwin :  It could tell us that life is really quite common. If space is a breeding ground for a lot of these complex molecules - then whenever a planet forms,it'll have rained down on it a lot of these complex molecules,and give life a sort of kick start. The trouble is we're really not sure how you go from sort of quite complex molecules like - even possibly as complex as Amino Acids,and then go from that to life,that's the real sticking point,and so it's not at all clear that if you start off with lots of nice complex molecules in space,then that immediately leads you to life.

Melvyn Bragg :  Okay,Heather Couper,you've a theory that we were seeded - we're going to keep to that word - from Mars. Can you develop that?

Heather Couper : Absolutely,I mean Mars is further from the Sun,it's smaller than the Earth - and when you think of the role call of the solar system,it probably actually got settled down first when the planets  were being born. The Earth was hot,turbulent,closer to the Sun. If life was going to going get started,possibly by stuff raining down from space,it may have started on Mars first of all.,and the amazing thing about the early solar system,it was a cross between a construction site and a demolition site and you had stuff flying around actually making the planets and breaking them up. In fact,the way the Moon was formed - it sounds bizarre to say this now - something the size of Mars collided with the Earth  - splashed out material from the Earth and that in a very,very short space of time formed the Moon - so you've got the measure of just how much activity there was,and it seems a lot of asteroids an comets- these large chunks of left over debris -from the construction site,splashed into planets like Mars and the Earth,and if there had been very primitive life on Mars then the rocks that were ejected from Mars would have swirled around the inner solar system and then later collided with planets like the Earth and indeed Venus which is too hot for life. So I think it's perfectly probable that life started on Mars - seeded the Earth - in which case -the four of us in the studio are all Martian!

Melvyn Bragg :  Can you just explain to me why the Earth itself couldn't seed its own life,in all this maelstrom going on - this construction site and building site and things swirling around?

Heather Couper :  Indeed it could,it could indeed have started its own life. It just seems that outside in space you have all the raw materials ready to start life.
[Which makes a mockery of a creator God - all the evidence points to life being an emergent consequence of the raw heavy elements forged in stars - LB]

The big question mark is.....

Melvyn Bragg :   But Simon just said that's questionable?

Heather Couper :  ...it's very questionable,but what actually constitutes the difference - if you like - between inanimate organic compounds - even as complex as Amino Acids - things made up of loads and loads of chains of Carbon - I mean you and I are all based on Carbon - proteins which are sort of based on flexible Carbon compounds - what  constitutes the difference between these organic compounds,which you can make in the lab,and sentient conscious life - that is the really big question.
You've got the raw materials out there but then how does the spark ignite it into life?

[Perhaps Ian Stewart will explain - it's all in the emergent complexity - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Ian Stewart,can you explain the Rare Earth Theory that the Earth is uniquely suited to life? First of all can you tell us what it is - and then tell us whether you agree with it?

Ian Stewart : Okay what it is, is essentially that you should look at the only form of life that we really know about - which is ours - it could be the only form of life in the whole galaxy for all we are currently aware - understand the conditions under which life arose,understand what's necessary for life and then the Rare Earth Theory boils down to when you put all that stuff together and say "Where else could this happen?" - the answer is "It's going to be very unusual - there's such a strange combination of circumstances in the history of life on this planet,and if you do your sums you will find it's incredibly unlikely that you will find a similar planet elsewhere" - that's the theory - I think it's wrong.

Melvyn Bragg :   Well,just a second,can you just - before you tell us it's wrong - tell us what these - just list a few of the rarities that make us a Rare Earth.

[See  I Asimov "Left Hand of the Electron" {Section B}]

Ian Stewart : Okay,liquid water,which is certainly important for our kind of life - Oxygen atmosphere - we didn't have it until about 2.5 billion years ago,when the bacteria produced it - so they were bacterial life but nothing more interesting. A planet like Jupiter to shield us from comets. Jupiter sucked up Shomeaker-Levy 9 recently,that could have hit us - Jupiter protects us against comets. On the other hand, a certain number of near disasters to keep evolution ticking over and get the diversity going.
The Rare Earth Hypothesis - the name come....it's a pun. It's a pun on the rare earth elements. There was a book written a few years ago with that title,by Peter Ward and Donald Bramley and they list 15 to 20 features of the solar system which they say are crucial to the way life developed here.

Melvyn Bragg :   Our distance from the Sun - the Sun itself - the distance to the Moon - that sort of thing yeah.

Ian Stewart : That's right,what sort of star have you got,what's sort of planet have you got,what sort of atmosphere have you got? etc etc.

Melvyn Bragg :   And the odds against replicating this are massive?

Ian Stewart :  This is what they argue. Firstly,I think that actually that argument is probably fallacious,but secondly,I don't think that's really the interesting question.

Melvyn Bragg :    Alright let's take it...why is it fallacious,and why isn't it interesting?

Ian Stewart :  Okay,the fallacy is the assumption that not only you need certain basic conditions like water,but that the way we got water,is the only way you can get water,the way we got Oxygen is the only way you can get Oxygen. We now know -and furthermore that Oxygen is necessary at all - we now know that down at the bottom of the ocean,the black smokers,the volcanic vents,in those areas there are these extremophiles,these creatures that live in what we consider to be very extreme environments,and you can't help thinking about that from their point of view and saying, " My God,you've got those cold atmosphere creatures,that you know,these vast lumbering sloth things,that can't tolerate boiling water,they need something much much colder. Those are the extremophiles,we're normal."

Melvyn Bragg :    Heather?

Heather Couper :  I think actually what Ian's touching on is one of the most important discoveries we've made about life in the last 5 or 10 years,that there are these things called extremophiles,which live in the most bizarre conditions,as Ian says you get them down the bottom of deep sea vents,with a....

Melvyn Bragg :   The white crabs.

Heather Couper :   ....er yeah,and the bacteria that live around them,the white (bite?) crabs live around the vents themselves,but the actual bacteria live in the high pressure environment down there,it's incredibly dense.

Melvyn Bragg :   Haven't they found bacteria inside nuclear plants as well?

Heather Couper :  Yes,they've them in nuclear plants,they've found them down deep bore holes. They can't quite survive in space without...in the vacuum of space,but if you actually protect them inside a coating...in fact there's been experiments done that show they can live in a sort of sandstone cavity maybe a centimetre across,so it proves that life could have got from Mars to the Earth in that way. But they can live in the most amazing environments,and that's something nobody had taken cognisance of before.

Melvyn Bragg :    So where does that leave you Ian Stewart?

Ian Stewart : Well I was just going to add to what Heather was saying there that a few years ago,there was...bacteria were discovered in salt crystals and these experiments were done very,very carefully to avoid contamination. The bacteria were 250 million years old,these were dried up bacterial spores,now they opened up the salt crystal,took them out,put them into the right culture medium and they came to life again,and they've looked at their DNA and they are not the same as modern bacteria,they are a credible precursor to various modern strains of bacteria. So bacteria can survive as spores for..probably forever.

Melvyn Bragg :    So what's the significance of that?

Ian Stewart : It means that we have to be very careful saying you've got to have temperatures that can sustain liquid water. The one that really is attackable is you've got to have Oxygen. Oxygen- for his planet - when it first appeared was essentially pollution. It was poisonous,living creatures could not survive in it - they were all anaerobic bacteria. It was there waste products,it was building up in the atmosphere,it was stopping things going,and then  live developed - evolved a trick - a trick to use that waste product and turn it into something that was a source of energy and then....

Melvyn Bragg :   How did that happen? D'you know?

Ian Stewart :  ...that made it possible for complex life to get going.

Melvyn Bragg :   How did that trick...how did we turn Oxygen into an asset?

Ian Stewart :  We had to learn to metabolise it...I mean Oxygen is corrosive..things burn in Oxygen,but burning is a source of energy  it's a chemical reaction. So if you can find a way to protect your cells against the bad effects of the Oxygen,while using it to extract energy and generate it to power your metabolism,then you've got a new trick that you can build on.

Melvyn Bragg :   Simon,before we leave Earth,the  - can you tell us what the Sun gives to the Earth that might fit in with the Rare Earth theory,and why that particular combination of Sun and us might be hard to repeat?

Simon Goodwin :  The Sun's a particular unusual star.

[It's commonly regarded as not particularly unusual by being in the middle of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram - it's not at the extreme of size or temperature and is in the neither near the start or the end of it's life -LB]

I think - I agree that a lot of the ideas in the Rare Earth Hypothesis are things that could be fairly easily replicated. The one really strange thing about the Sun is that it's very,very rich in heavy elements. When the universe first started after the big bang - there was nothing in it except hydrogen and helium and  that's pretty useless. Most of what makes up humans and makes up any sort of life form are things like Carbon,Oxygen and Nitrogen,most of our weight is made up of those,and when the Sun formed about four and a half billion years ago,for it's age it's incredibly rich in these heavy elements.

Melvyn Bragg :   So there's a combination of time we're talking about here as well. You have to be a certain age - it takes about a billion years for life to grow on a planet,and some stars,like the Sun are too big to ...can you just explain that?

Simon Goodwin :  Yeah,that...the Sun is exactly the right sort of size,and stars come in all sorts of sizes- from about a tenth of the mass of the Sun,up to about a hundred times the mass of the Sun. The bigger a star is the shorter it's lifetime is. Anything that's bigger than about 3 or 4 times the mass of the Sun,goes through its entire life cycle and dies within about 500 million years.But any star that goes through its entire life cycle in that amount of time,there's probably not enough time for life to start.
Anything that's a lot smaller than our own Sun is very faint,and they tend to do nasty things like flare up and put out lots of nasty radiation,which is not particularly good for life. Something like the Sun will live for about 10 million years...er 10 billion years,not really doing very much - the great thing about the Sun is it just sits there. It does very,very little,it's great for life on Earth because it pumps out radiation and heats us up,but doesn't really do anything nasty.

[Except for the solar wind and Sun spots - the former interfering with our atmosphere causing the aurora borealis and australis - and the 11 year cycle of spots which cause EM radiation problems which messes with telecommunications and may even interfere with biology.It's also subject to "flaring" - throwing off plasma at intervals - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :    Heather,can I ask you,Europa,Mars and Titan have been identified as having similar-ish environments to Earth,what are the important features of all these three,and why do we think life might be found there?

Heather Couper :  Water - that's the basic thing. Ian mentioned earlier on about bacteria needing this and that and the other,and the one thing....
[We all fancy a bit of the other now and again - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :    The assumption being in all this,that once we've got bacteria we've got the beginnings of life,that's the sort of.....?

Heather Couper :  Yes,I mean,well we're being very anthropomorphic,or bacteriamorphic here I guess in a way.....

Melvyn Bragg :     We've got no other way to be have we?

Heather Couper :  We've got - this is our only test tube - the test tube called planet Earth.

[No one would take seriously the idea we were created by Gods of course - that would be stupid - LB]

Melvyn Bragg :     Are they like us is the only way we can go about it....

Heather Couper :  Exactly.

Melvyn Bragg :     ..well Ian doesn't think that,so when you don't do you think we've got to use...are they unlike....yeah?

Ian Stewart : No I think we can use our imaginations as well as experiments,and experience.

Heather Couper :  Well Ian's a science fiction writer ,and I think we should give him his head.

Ian Stewart :  That's...!!

[I'm quite sure that Ian wouldn't mind being given (his) head by you Heather -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Science fiction has got it right in a way a lot earlier than science I think.

[AC Clarke has Jupiter turning into a second star and Europa becoming a new planet in 2010 the follow up to 2001 A Space Odyssey - New Scientist (2 March 2002) reported that strange energy was being shown by Jupiter sometime after the Shoemaker Levy capture (see Page Address: http://www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/moon.html )
- it's possible that Jupiter could achieve mass sufficient to switch on as a Sun if it's gravity continued collecting mass from the solar system - and eventually make us a binary star system - life might well be in a better position on Europa - Clarke preempted the possibility in his SF novel -LB]

Ian Stewart :  The best science fiction has and the rubbish has got it hopelessly wrong as always! 

Melvyn Bragg :   We were on Europa,before you were rudely interrupted.

Heather Couper :  Yeah,going back to the three worlds we talked about,Mars certainly did have water in the past,you can actually see the dried up river beds on Mars. Almost certainly it has water today,literally running streams that have you know run recently,sort of gullies on Mars,so there appears to be water on Mars today,and almost certainly erupting volcanoes which again is something that we think on Earth might have actually kick started life.

Melvyn Bragg :  But what sort of life are we talking about Ian,if there is this sort of life up there?

Ian Stewart : There's a tension here between two entirely reasonable things,one is - we really only know a lot about our kind of life,and we don't know for sure there's anything else,so there's a really good data base to build on where we can be pretty sure of what we're talking about,and the other aspect of this is - yes but it's the nature of life,that once one kind of it gets going,it sort of takes over the whole environment.

Heather Couper : Exactly.

Ian Stewart :  What could have happened on a different planet if it started in a slightly different way,would it really have to be like here? And my feeling is the biggest hole in the Rare earth Hypothesis is not that Earth's are rare - which I think is probably reasonably true though not quite as much as is sometimes claimed - but that there are lots of alternatives. Life is very adaptable,that's the message of the extremophiles. Life does not need oxygen-some of these bacteria run on Sulphur and Iron. Two miles down in the ground,there's an ecology down in the rocks which has more mass of living creatures than the entire content of the Earth's oceans,and we know nothing about it,and it's probably very,very primitive and not very interesting....

(Mel makes a comment in hushed tones)

.... well I,but who knows? So when you come to - it's not just a question of water on Europa,there are perhaps silly questions like - could you get life in Jupiter's atmosphere? - could you get some form of life on the surface of a star? 

Melvyn Bragg :   I'd like to bring you in here Simon,elsewhere in the galaxy,earth like plants have been discovered using the technique of spectroscopy. Now can you tell us about that and can you tell us how spectroscopy works and what it's brought into play that wasn't there before?

Simon Goodwin :  Spectroscopy is wonderful.It's the most powerful tool astronomers have. Newton was one of the first people to split the light from the Sun,using a prism,and he got a rainbow,and....

Melvyn Bragg :   A bit of glass he bought at Stourbridge fair didn't he? Yes.

Simon Goodwin : ...yes and he produced a rainbow and he showed that white light was made up of the different colours that make up a rainbow and later on towards the beginning of the 19th century, a German physicist Fraunhoffer,inspected the spectrum produced using a microscope and he found an awful lot of dark bands in it,hundreds of little dark bands where it seemed as though the light was missing,and later in the 19th century,Bunsen and Kirchoff -Bunsen of Bunsen burner fame - discovered that the lines were produced by different elements,and if you shine a light through a gas of some element,say Hydrogen or Carbon or whatever,then it absorbs light of certain frequencies and each element absorbs light at different frequencies,and...frequency just being colour,and so if you see what lines are missing from a spectrum then you know what elements are actually in a star.

Melvyn Bragg :    That's extraordinary. So you just look at this and you can say "That star contains,or is made up of the following elements"?

Simon Goodwin : Yeah,it's quite amazing,it turned astronomy from being a science which was just interested in where points of light were on the sky,to a science that could actually say something about those points of light.

Melvyn Bragg :    So can you give us an example of what this might mean -because we're still on the track of might there be life elsewhere and if so what's it like - so we have this tool now,which I presume since the 19th century has been much,much more heavily developed..intensively developed,what does it mean- what does it bring us?

Simon Goodwin :  The huge advance it might bring us is we can go and look at other planets,and if we can actually detect the light from those planets,then we can tell what their atmosphere is made of.

Melvyn Bragg :     Is this the way  that you would go about it,Ian Stewart,or... because you've said in xenobiology we ought to imagine something entirely outside ourselves?

Ian Stewart : I mean what Simon is getting at here is that let's say  if we think Oxygen and water are important then at least in principle we could try and  do some spectroscopy,and see if they're present. I think we need to ask not just how are things that we - the things that we can see- the things that we can be sure that we're right on,but what are the other possibilities that are reasonable?

[see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/hthingsr.html & takelook.html]

For example,biologists have done experiments over the last few years to show that virtually everything about DNA can be changed. You can change the genetic code,you can make different amino acids,you can make different proteins.

[ I guess you could also have a right handed chiral spiral DNA as opposed to the left handed one - see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/tredreal.html & l-hand2.html &   http://www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html -LB]

You can...what seems to be the key to life on this planet,is actually just one key out of many different kinds,and any question you ask about living creatures,the answer now seems to be - even on this planet,they could have been different,and we should be asking much a more general question - what kind of environments can life exist in and how could we pick up some of those? Let's go for the exotic possibilities as well - not as front line research because the...you've got to bet your money on Earth-like planets as the most likely ones.

Melvyn Bragg :   How could we tell though? As I understand it,if somebody had looked at the Earth 4 billion years ago they wouldn't have given it much chance as a place on which to find life?

Ian Stewart : That's right,and again there are two points here. There is the general question of what sort of places can life come up and arise,but there's the other question of yes,and at what stage during the life cycle of that environment does that actually happen?
 And if we're going to look for life on distant planets,we've got  to find one's that have got it now,not ones that will have it in 4 billion years time,or did have it. I mean Mars may have had life in the past - I mean for all we know it it's still got a bit now...

Heather Couper :  I'm sure it has.

Ian Stewart :  Yeah...no it may have had really thriving life in the past,and indeed that's where we may have come from.

Simon Goodwin :  One thing that should be said about sort of this search using spectroscopy for alien life is that Oxygen is a dead give away for life. If we find Oxygen on another planet we know it's...

Melvyn Bragg :   A live give away?

Heather Couper :  I live give away it certainly is! (laughter breaks out)

Ian Stewart :  Simon's saying something which is actually quite important here,which is if you find Oxygen,what you've got is unbalanced chemistry.You've got the sort of chemistry that wouldn't happen on a dead world,and that's a sure fire sign of life,and you've got to have enough Oxygen,but that's pretty good point. But Oxygen's not the only thing that could do that.

Heather Couper :  But Oxygen's produced by plants basically who take in Carbon -Dioxide and excrete Oxygen,and in fact Jim Lovelock who is one  of these wonderful independent scientists,who came up with the Gaia Hypothesis sounds like a sort of touchy-feely wooly greeny thing,but it's not - he's made a very strong point that there are very small subtle things on the Earth like Methane excreting bacteria which keep the balance,which keeps life having the status quo that it has today.

[It's for this reason - and the equations that govern predator prey models - that those who hunt foxes in order to keep the "balance" are erroneous in their thinking - the Earth self regulates - it needs no help from hunters.
See www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/fox.html & rhythm.html -LB]

He says,"Look you've got to look for a planet which has its atmosphere in what's called - as we discussed - chemical disequilibrium" - that plants produce the Oxygen,and we're the ones who actually the use that Oxygen,and in fact we've come now closer to actually finding the composition of the atmosphere of a planet around another star. If the planet actually goes in front of the star,you can use spectroscopy to actually analyse the atmosphere of the star and see if there's anything superimposed on that which is weird and that's now been done for the first time.

Melvyn Bragg :    Let's move finally to what form might extraterrestrial life take. We seem to have been saying well if it's there at all,it's very primitive,bacteria like entity,that's the implication. D'you think there's any chance that we'll find intelligent life forms - one has to say something like human beings - I'll desist from saying "us".

Ian Stewart :  Yeah,let me...there's an important distinction here - at least I think it's important - between what's sometimes called parochial and universal features of life on this planet. Parochials are things that happened by accident and probably wouldn't happen again if you re-ran evolution - the fact that we've got five fingers - it could have been six - it could have been four - it's not quite clear why it's five - it's probably an accident to do with the fish that first crawled out of the oceans. On the other hand - intelligence looks to me like a universal.

[Going off some of the people I've met - I'd say it wasn't even national or international let alone universal -LB see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/iq.html & mensa2.html & iotm36.rtf @ iotm.html]

Intelligence is being very good at analysing and predicting your environment. It has a lot of survival possibilities,so if intelligent life can evolve somewhere,then given enough time it probably should. The question is- what's the chance that there's some within a reasonable distance of us - now,and if you do the sums you can either convince yourself those chances are reasonably good or if you're pessimistic about these things you can decide it's exceedingly unlikely. You know there maybe 100 intelligent races in the galaxy,and if there, are we'll never see any sign of them,they're all too far away.

Melvyn Bragg :    What's your view on this Simon Goodwin? D'you think there's any evidence so far from where you sit,that there could be intelligent life out there?

Simon Goodwin : I'm very pessimistic. Sorry to put a downer on this,but there's what's called the Fermi paradox, and it's the idea that if there is other intelligent life out there,why isn't it here already?

[Some people say it is,judging by the alien pond life I have to suffer I'd agree with them. The intelligent life came amongst them when my spaceship landed - I'm waiting on it taking me back to where I came from - LB]

It's possible that civilisations would have destroyed themselves but we're very,very close to being able to go out and explore the universe,well explore the galaxy,and it would only take us about a million to ten million years to explore the entire galaxy.

[There are many problems associated with doing so - though - not least getting to the nearest star which would take light speed travel - which means massive acceleration that would kill a human being - slower acceleration means a longer time taken to get anywhere - which again means they could die in transit - the only way around it is hyperdrive - or using wormholes- Warp drive - as used in Star Trek and Star Wars or as in Star Gate.

In the 20 Jan 1990 Issue of new Scientist was the following review:


In search of brothers beyond
The Starflight Handbook:
A Pioneer's Guide to Interstellar Travel by Eugene F. Mallove and Gregory L. Matloff, Wiley, $19.95

Charles Sheffield
SUPPOSE that some future system of transport allowed humans to travel from the Earth to the Moon in one minute. That same system would need 190 years to carry its crew to the nearest star system (Alpha Centauri) and it would take millennia to reach Vega, or Canopus, or Betelgeuse. The closest stars are 10 000 times as far away than the most distant planets of our Solar System, and not one of them is known to possess a planetary retinue of its own.
These simple facts have led many people to argue that travel to the stars is impossible, if not preposterous to think about. Any book which makes the opposite case, and holds as its thesis the reality of interstellar travel, must grapple with the problem of immense distances,and must posit either very high speeds (a substantial fraction of the speed of light) or travel times of centuries or more.
Eugene Mallove and Gregory Matloff make no attempt to minimise the difficulties. They define the technical problems to be solved, and then examine the technology available to solve them. When even the best attempt of today's science falls short of success, they state that fact explicitly; and they also assess the potential of future developments.
The central problem of inter-stellar travel, and one that deservedly occupies over half of the book's pages, is propulsion. As the authors remark: "Propulsion, propulsion, propulsion" might well be the interstellar explorer's equivalent of the estate agent's exhortation of "location, location, location". Following a brief review of the extreme distances involved in flight to even the nearest stars, Mallove and Matloff begin a systematic survey of any and every method that might be used to propel a ship, with or without a crew, through interstellar space.
They begin with the familiar tool  of  chemical  rockets, recognise it at once as hopelessly inadequate to the task at hand, and move on to more advanced ideas: electric propulsion, fission and fusion rockets, pulsed propulsion,    matter/mirror/matter  propulsion,  beamed energy propulsion, light sails, Lorenz force turning and several varieties of ramjet. Mallove and Matloff provide only a few pages of description for each of these but the excellent references allow anyone to go back to source materials for more details.
It is giving away no secrets to reveal that every method the authors considered for interstellar travel is either well beyond today's technology and energy budget or involves many centuries of travel. Recognising this, they are quite willing in the later chapters of the book to admit speculation on exotic physics (vacuum energy drives, wormholes and gravity machines) and biology (suspended animation and hibernation) that may someday come to the aid of the interstellar spaceship designer. These ideas are clearly, and appropriately, labelled as something between fact and fancy.
Less  speculative  chapters round out the work on the interstellar medium (even "empty" space is not quite empty), interstellar  navigation problems, techniques employed in the search for planets orbiting other stars, and - the most optimistic section - a list of useful things to do while you are on a long interstellar journey.
The final result is probably as complete and plausible a book as can be written today, on a theme whose practical implementation is surely a century or more away. However, the work is not without flaw and errors. The idea of placing the more technical material and all the mathematics in Technical Notes, as inserts to the main text, is a good one, but its value is diminished by some sloppiness in setting and checking equations, so that here and there lowercase is confused with upper case, signs are reversed, dots to denote derivatives are omitted, and occasionally an equation is simply wrong.
Some of the Technical Notes, such as those on the calculus of variations and the Viking Lander life-detection apparatus, add nothing to the book. The "explanation" of the Twin Paradox offered in an appendix is no more than a description of that paradox, likely to leave the reader more confused than ever. Occasionally, the authors repeat material, sometimes inconsistently with its first appearance. They understate the role to be played by computers very much. A century from now computers should be of unrecognisable power and sophistication. And on a less technical front, admirers of Tennison will be surprised to see a famous passage from Locksley Hall attributed to that poet's Ulysses.
These criticisms are intended more for revision of the second edition (which I hope will occur) than to disparage the contribution made by this book. For although in a conventional didactic text such errors of editing or presentation would be damning, the true value of this text, I suggest, lies more in its vision than in the manner of its presentation.
Before any subject can be developed in detail, it first needs to be recognised as a subject. The biggest service performed by Mallove and Matloff is to take interstellar travel seriously, as a matter worthy of systematic study and of hard and detailed thought. The book is clearly a labour of love, undertaken with expectation of little reward beyond the intellectual one, and it contains the results of years of effort.
The authors have read widely and selected well. The volume is certainly packed with intriguing ideas and useful information. But a generation from now, those thoughts and facts will surely be less relevant than the work's    serious intent its broad perspective and trailblazing character.


Simon Goodwin : That sounds like an awfully long time,but the galaxy's ten billion years old,so it's only a tiny fraction of the lifetime of the galaxy,so if there are intelligent aliens out there - and especially now - because we can build,or we're very close to being able to build telescopes that will tell us if there are Earth-like planets out  there and even if there's life on them,so aliens would know there's a interesting planet here. They might not know there's intelligent life on it,but they'd look at Earth and they'd go "that's an interesting planet,let's go there". Then you can build a robotic tele..robotic spaceship,and send it to a planet,and you could seed that planet and you could start settling it and it wouldn't take you very long. It would take you a very,very small fraction of the lifetime of the galaxy to do this.

Melvyn Bragg :    I know Ian Stewart that you're working towards  finding other ways that life could be,but just to continue with this idea of maybe there's nothing out there much,Sir Martin Reece the Astronomer Royal,

[see iotm32.rtf @ iotm.html which covers the same subject as this programme where Sir Martin Reece appears -LB]

said that if that's the case,and given that we are so fragile,on this planet,subject to meteorites and subject to blowing ourselves up,isn't it our duty- he used the word - to colonise - to let what we've got spread about a bit and find places that we can colonise? What d'you make of that? Is there any...?

[ It's odd that on our own planet those that see it as their duty to "spread it about a bit" are chastised by social moral rules as though there was some natural reason not to propagate as much as possible - when the natural imperative is to propagate as much as possible - which is why presumably this is being advocated on a planetary scale -what is considered right - and what is considered dutiful may not always be the same thing. 
Gary Numan (self admitted Asperger's sufferer) said we were so fragile too - but I guess he had a different notion in mind -LB]

Ian Stewart :  I think that's ....whether it's our duty or not, I think it's a natural feature of the human race that it likes to get itself spread around and colonise - and at the moment we've got all our eggs in one basket.

[Heather still has her eggs Ian - and she said she'd give you head too - I'm sure the world could use the "intelligent" offspring.Makes you wonder why we have social rules that have us "commit" to one person when the natural imperative is the complete opposite - perhaps it's the result of a pernicious meme? -LB]

So let's be selfish about this,we seem...we have this feeling that we really would feel rather sad if we all disappeared. As far as we know we're the highest life form in the universe,I think that's almost certainly nonsense,but nonetheless that's what we...

Heather Couper :  I hope so! ( A clamour of voices and laughter rises up)

Ian Stewart :  I mean it is actually....

Melvyn Bragg : Why is everything...?   Nothing you've said...nothing you three of you have said on this programme says that it's certainly nonsense. I think there hasn't been a real argument that there are...

Ian Stewart :  Well...

Melvyn Bragg :  ....a substantially intelligent forms out there. You haven't denied it,but you're very,very guarded about it.

Ian Stewart :  Well...okay now let me...well yeah,let me put it more positively. The Fermi paradox is why aren't the aliens here.

Melvyn Bragg :  If they brighter than us whey aren't hey here? Yeah.

Ian Stewart :  If..yeah...if they're...so maybe there's only us - in which case,the question is why are we here? How come there's this one thing on this one planet in an enormous great universe,which as far as we can tell duplicates the same general kinds of conditions all over the place at all sorts of time.There's nothing special in general terms about this planet.

[A special case is made out for the universal constants and the likelihood of them being "tuned" - to me this is a case of an attractor (much as was demonstrated by the HENON system - see mworld.html doc 50) - much as the layout of the planets in the solar system appears "tuned" - its actually "resonance" - and as been alluded to Jupiter acting as a mine sweeper  - the planets naturally fall into the places where the chance of survival is highest - this might mean they are in numerical correspondence as far as their orbits go - because due to the laws of gravity (and the N-body problem) any that weren't in that arrangement would have been pulverised or left the solar system or sucked up by Jupiter.
Similarly,the universal constants maybe so honed as to appear selected by some intelligence - the misunderstanding of how this happens leads the less intelligent on this planet to see it as hallmarks of a creative scheme behind the universe - such a scheme is present but is self imposing - many of the natural laws are creative and counter the tendency to entropy - as long as it's a closed system.
see trans.html (design.rtf) - the rebuttal to Hugh Ross & solarsys.html - for the notion of "attractor" see circsync.html,mastring.html,ptlytrue.html,expmaths.html,rhythm.html & weather.html all at www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/ - LB]

Yes,there are special features,but what we learn is that life is adaptable. The reason that life is so exquisitely..the conditions of this planet are so exquisitely tuned to life,that's not how it works.
Life has adapted itself to fit the conditions on this planet. To say that we're exquisitely...that the conditions are very,very special is like saying an animals legs have to be long enough to meet the ground.

[Exactly -and creationists get it ass about face as usual - and make that very mistake,and considering there's so many millions of them - who claim to be "intelligent" life -it's amazing how stupid they can be.No wonder I feel like an alien abroad in a soup of primal life which is still trying to evolve intelligence - LB]

It...it's you know - getting the whole thing back to front. So there should be life out there,because life is a very general,self complicating,self adapting process. Anywhere it can find a niche - it does.

Melvyn Bragg :  Well thankyou very much Ian Stewart,Heather Couper,Simon Goodwin. Next week we'll be talking about Bohemia - the place in the middle ages,with Norman Davies,Karen Friedrich,and Robert Pinsent,and thankyou very much for listening.















